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Abstract 

A topological index of graph G is a numerical parameter related to G, 
which characterizes its topology and is preserved under isomorphism 
of graphs. Properties of the chemical compounds and topological 
indices are correlated. In this report, we compute closed forms of     
first Zagreb, second Zagreb, first multiple Zagreb index and second 
multiple Zagreb index of comb graph. Moreover, we give graphical 
representation of our results, showing the dependence of our results on 
the involved structural parameters. 
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1. Introduction

Chemical reaction network theory is an area of applied mathematics that

attempts to model the behavior of real world chemical systems. Since its

foundation in the 1960s, it has attracted a growing research community,

mainly due to its applications in biochemistry and theoretical chemistry. It

has also attracted interest from pure mathematicians due to the interesting

problems that arise from the mathematical patterns in structures of material.

Cheminformatics is an emerging field in which quantitative structure-

activity (QSAR) and structure-property (QSPR) relationships predict the

biological activities and properties of nanomaterial. In these studies, some

physico-chemical properties and topological indices are used to predict

bioactivity of the chemical compounds [1-5].

The branch of chemistry which deals with the chemical structures with

the help of mathematical tools is called mathematical chemistry. Chemical

graph theory is the branch of mathematical chemistry that applies graph

theory to mathematical modeling of chemical phenomena. In chemical graph

theory, a molecular graph is a simple graph (having no loops and multiple

edges) in which atoms and chemical bonds between them are represented by

vertices and edges, respectively. A graph G with vertex set  GV and edge

set  GE  is connected if there exists a connection between any pair of

vertices in G. The distance between two vertices u and v is denoted as

 vud ,  and is the length of shortest path between u and v in graph G. The

number of vertices of G, adjacent to a given vertex v, is the “degree” of this
vertex and will be denoted by  .vd For details on the basics of graph

theory, any standard text such as [6] can be of great help.

The first and the second Zagreb indices (cf. [7]) are defined as

             

  
 
 

 
GEuv GEuv

vdudvdud xxGMxxGM .,,, 21

The multiplicative versions of the first and second Zagreb indices were first

defined by Ghorbani and Azimi [8] as
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For details about chemical graph theory and topological indices, we refer

the readers to [9, 10].

Let we have a path graph P of length p, if we attach q paths of length r at

every vertex of degree two in P, we get comb graph  .,, rqpCOM  In this

paper, we compute the first and second Zagreb polynomials and first and

second multiple Zagreb indices for the comb graph. A comb graph is shown

in the following Figure 1:

Figure 1. Comb graph.

2. Zagreb Polynomials

Let  rqpCOM ,,  be the comb graph. One can observe that the

 rqpCOM ,, has nprpqrq  number of vertices and 1 qprpqr

number of edges. The vertex partition and edge partition of graph G are

shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

Table 1. The vertex partition of comb graph

 vd 1 2 2q

Number of vertices  22  prq  2qpr 2p

Table 2. The edge partition of comb graph

    vdud ,  2,1  2,2  2,1 q  2,2  qq

Number of edges  2pr    23  prq 2 3p
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In this section, we will compute Zagreb polynomials and multiple

Zagreb indices for the comb graph.

Theorem 2.1. Let  rqpCOM ,, be the comb graph. Then

         43
1 232,,, xprqxprxrqpCOMM 

  .32 423   qq xpx

Proof.

  xrqpCOMM ,,,1

    

  





rqpCOMEuv

vdudx
,,

      4
2

3
1 ,,,, xrqpCOMExrqpCOME 

      42
4

3
3 ,,,,   qq xrqpCOMExrqpCOME

        .32232 42343   qq xpxxprqxpr

Theorem 2.2. Let  rqpCOM ,, be the comb graph. Then

  xrqpCOMM ,,,2

        .32232 42242 2   qqq xpxxprqxpr

Proof.

  xrqpCOMM ,,,2
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3. Multiple Zagreb Indices

In this section, we compute multiple Zagreb indices for comb graph.

Theorem 3.1. Let  rqpCOM ,, be the comb graph. Then

            .42343,, 32322
1

  pqprpr qqrqpCOMPM

Proof.

  rqpCOMPM ,,1

    
  





rqpCOMEuv

vdud
,,

          rqpCOMErqpCOMErqpCOME q ,,,,,, 321 343 

    rqpCOMEq ,,442 

         .42343 32322   pqprpr qq

Figure 2. Plot of first multiplicative Zagreb index for 1p (left) for 1q

(middle) for 1r (right).

Theorem 3.2. Let  rqpCOM ,, be the comb graph. Then

            .42242,, 322322
2

  pqprpr qqqrqpCOMPM
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Proof.

  rqpCOMPM ,,2

    
  





rqpCOMEuv

vdud
,,

          rqpCOMErqpCOMErqpCOME q ,,,,,, 321 242 

    rqpCOMEqq ,,2 442 

         .42242 322322   pqprpr qqq

Figure 3. Plot of second multiple Zagreb index for 1p (left) for 1q

(middle) for 1r (right).
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